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For all of us, the year 2019-20 began with much of the usual fanfare of classes, events, and Village School community. No one had any idea of the changes awaiting us in 2020. The resulting school shutdown and switch to distance learning will be a fixture in people's memories for years to come. However, in spite of the changed circumstances, teachers and staff made extra efforts to keep the magic of The Village School experience very much alive for students and families.

Before students returned in September, Spanish teacher, Sarah Lewenberg, and former grades 3-4 teacher, Sally Grimsrud, agreed to share the interim principal position. Tóñi Aguilar switched from Kitchen Coordinator to Spanish teacher, and Shannon Boyd took on the role of Kitchen Coordinator. We are deeply grateful for their flexibility and willingness to embrace these positions so professionally on such a short notice.

On the third day of school, the Rose Ceremony brought the school together for what turned out to be the only opportunity for an all-school photo. Two weeks later, the middle school rallied en masse on Willamette St. to urge action on Climate Change. In a similar vein, students raised funds for eight local environmental groups for the Walk-a-Thon. Matth Night was re-energized with new activities, and a modified venue for Dia de los Muertos helped accommodate the highest attendance ever. The Winter Concert found a new home at Churchill H.S., and just before Thanksgiving, the 5th graders and alumni 10th graders performed Zimbabwean choir and marimba tunes for the City of Eugene’s Light up Downtown ceremony.

Throughout the year, The Village School surveyed parents, staff, and students several times for input on how to spend money promised through the Student Success Act. The advanced learner program was re-organized in January to be open to all students, after school offering Spanish, Writing and Robotics. While only two classes were able to stage their normal plays, the 6th grade put on Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream, a play not seen at Village School since 2009, and the 4th grade acted out an original Norse myth story by Matthew Rutman. Later [Later in June, the 5th grade performed a Trojan War drama over the ubiquitous Zoom.com platform in early June].

Heart of the Village, Grand Friends Day, and Author’s night were gloriously celebrated in late February and early March. Then, when the pandemic reached Oregon, the resulting shutdown extended from mid-March to the end of April, and then to the end of the year. Main lesson, specialty, and Title I staff scrambled to continue instructional services for all grades, learning the nuances of Google Classroom, video editing, and Zoom during their Spring breaks. Kitchen staff and volunteers completely shifted gears from cooking food to sourcing and delivering food to 240 children. Other staff helped repaint the exterior and various parts of the interior. Parents, many ordered to work from home, had to juggle work with their students' instructional needs and social isolation. No question, the situation was challenging for everyone.

One of the bright spots for the shutdown period was a virtual Talent Show. Thirteen videos were submitted for a Friday night presentation, while the food delivered to families included spaghetti, the usual meal served at the Talent Show. Another encouraging bit of news came from our review with our Sponsoring District, 4J. Their overall assessment was exceptionally positive; they could see that The Village School had made extraordinary efforts to support our community, educationally and nutritionally, before and after the onset of the pandemic. As the school year draws to a close, we all have our hopes on a return to school in the Fall and for peace and justice in our communities nationwide.
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Before They Were 8th Graders
8th Graders Quotes and Future Plans


Aaron Cole: "A life without dreams, is borin’ as beans" - Aaron Cole. *Future Plans: Live life to the fullest.*

Lilian Fredette: "Never follow anyone else’s path. Unless you’re in the woods and you’re lost and you see a path. Then by all means follow the path." - Ellen Degeneres. *Future Plans: A3 H.S.; 1 year at University of Oregon; Bachelors degree from Reed College; Law degree (3 years) from Harvard Law School; Job 1- Criminal Lawyer; Job 2- Magistrates Judge; Job 3- U.S. District Court Judge*

Sarah Galpern: "It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is most adaptable to change." – Charles Darwin. *Future Plans: After 8th grade I am going to South Eugene H.S. For part of college, I would like to study abroad. I want to be able to stay active after college, and have most of my work be outdoors because I don’t want to be stuck behind a desk all day. Before I settle down somewhere I would love to travel around the world and see all my options for my life ahead.*

Jacob Graham: "You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction you choose". -Dr. Seuss-. *Future Plans: I’ll be attending IHS at South Eugene H.S. and playing lots of soccer.*

Astrid Hansen: "Back up muscle boy!" – Skeletor. *Future Plans: I plan on memorizing a terrible song and then turn it into a sonnet, become Hogwarts oldest first year, then maybe get a job, you never know.*

Nora Higgs: "Live now; make now always the most precious time. Now will never come again." - Jean-Luc Picard, Star Trek TNG. *Future Plans: South Eugene H.S., then I’ll see where it goes from there.*

Merav Lafer-Kirtner: "I want to see new places, and meet new people, and fall in love with the world. I want to be able to stick my head out the car window, grinning and screaming the lyrics to my favorite song and feeling infinite." - Emily C. Cooper. *Future Plans: I want to go to Emory university. I want to get married to the love of my life, have kids and be a foster parent. I want to heal people, too, whether it’s as a surgeon or with my writing.*

Rain Long: "A riot is the language of the unheard" -Martin Luther King Jr. *Future Plans: After graduating middle school, I will be going to South Eugene H.S., but I’m not sure what I want to do after that.*

Avigail Luskin: “Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter” - Martin Luther King. *Future Plans: I am going to South Eugene H.S. where I got into a program called IHS. I don’t really have any plans after that besides going to college.*

Max Munsell: “Long story short, it was all a dream”. - Jason Mendoza (The Good Place). *Future Plans: I’m going to go to Churchill H.S., then probably either LCC or the U of O for college. After that I’m not at all sure, but I know that at that point, I’ll probably owe Justin at least $150, thanks Justin.*

Allukoy Newton: "You can either look at things in a brutal, truthful way that’s depressing, or you can screw around and have fun." - David Spade. *Future Plans: I’m going to Cottage Grove H.S., where I can be in the state-wide Equestrian team. After H.S. I’ll pursue some degree in animal husbandry in the equine world.*

Nico Osborn: "Every adventure requires a first step." - The Cheshire Cat. *Future Plans: I’m going to Churchill H.S.; I have no idea what college I want to go to. I’m sorta just going with the flow.*

Paloma Palma: "To speak or to die" - André Aciman. *Future Plans: I plan to go to IHS south. I intend to study French and continue to take photographs and create art.*

Madison A. Robinson: "They parted at last with mutual civility, and possibly mutual desire of never meeting again." From Pride & Prejudice by Jane Austen. *Future Plans: Attending A3 H.S. in the fall, possibly majoring in visual arts with some course work in Psychology. After graduation I plan to attend college or an arts school. I would eventually like to work for some sort of music press.*

Finnegan Ruef: "It is important to draw wisdom from different places. If you take it from only one place, it will become rigid and stale. Understanding others will help you become whole. Uncle Iroh, Avatar the last Airbender. *Future Plans: I plan on working at Just Earth farm, and eventually work as a marine biologist on the Oregon Coast.*

Ava Schwartz: "We didn’t realize we were making memories, we just knew we were having fun" - Winnie the Pooh. *Future Plans: I plan on going to Churchill and am undecided on my career path.*

Ivy Tarnoff: "If not now, when. If not you, who?" - Hillel the Elder. *Future Plans: I am going to IHS at South Eugene. After that I will be going to Mars.*
